We are ALL candidate HOMELESS by rising quakes/volcanic eruptions-clouding/floods, as
very few houses will be possible to get rebuilt, in such a world declining economy. So we
have to cooperate for forecasting and averting these phenomena.

Worldwide Lightning-rod Nets URGENTLY to save humankind from cannibalic collapse
by galactically driven, devastating quakes/volcanic winters,
as happened to Mayas, Aztecs, Incas

Τhe top world seismologist who ALERTED in time 88 CRIMINALLY INDIFFERENT governments about
the mega-quake in Japan last year, now supports** our position that Earth climate is regulated by
[AVERTIBLE] galactic electricity.
AVERTING electric quakes caused by DIVERTIBLE solar flares to avoid Fukushima explosion and
humankind extinction, is a PLANETARY EMERGENCY!!! PLEASE share and improve the TESTED and
SIMPLE SOLUTION: http://avert-quakes-volcanic-eruptions.webs.com.
*A 2011 Oak Ridge National Laboratory report warned of a 33 percent likelihood that a [DIVERTIBLE] solar
flare could lead to ‘long-term power loss’ over a nuclear reactor’s life. With 440 nuclear power plants in 30
countries, and 250 research reactors, there are nearly 700 potential Fukushimas waiting to be unleashed.”
http://enenews.com/solar-storms-threaten-nuke-plants-power-outages-could-last-years-decades-risksignificantly-outweighs-major-earthquakes.
**"Νow, thanks to the involvement of scientists from other fields of science including biology and astrophysics
in preparations for the report, it has become apparent that the currently observed events are of galactic scale
and are directly related to THE POSITION OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM IN OUR GALAXY, the Milky Way. It is
this position that has a major impact on the formation of geological megacycles during which planet-scale
biodiversity change is observed".
http://arknow.net/site/202/f/2737#.T9sNMJjF-So.

RECENT anouncements about expected VOLCANIC WINTERS:
-Britain National Risk Register of Civil Emergencies -2012 edition
Volcanic hazards Risk [=VOLCANIC WINTER]
https://update.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/sites/default/files/resources/CO_NationalRiskRegister_2012_acc.pdf.

-- Sunday Times: Europe May be Facing Return Of 'Little Ice Age': "State Meteorological (Met) Office
publishes in Nature its prediction that Europe could be facing a return of the “little ice age” that gripped Britain
300
years
ago,
causing
decades
of
bitter
winters”.
http://www.thesundaytimes.co.uk/sto/news/uk_news/National/article794416.ece.
- Lockwood et al, The persistence of solar activity indicators and the descent of the Sun into Maunder
Minimum
[=Little
Ice
Age
VOLCANIC
COOLING]
conditions
http://www.agu.org/pubs/current/si/links/2011GL049811.pdf
-- Abrupt onset of the Little Ice Age triggered by volcanism and sustained by sea-ice/ocean feedbacks Gifford
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http://www.agu.org/pubs/crossref/2012/2011GL050168.shtml
-U.S. senator sounds alarm about 'precarious' Fukushima situation, warns of imminent release of radiation even
from a new eruption following another quake: http://www.wyden.senate.gov/news/press-releases/after-tour-offukushima-nuclear-power-station-wyden-says-situation-worse-than-reported.

-Střeštik, Jaroslav, Possible correlation between solar and volcanic activity in a long-term scale

“lower solar activity, occurrence of huge volcanic events and lower surface air temperature
could be expected in the next decades”.
In: Solar variability as an input to the Earth's environment. International Solar Cycle Studies (ISCS)
Symposium, 23 - 28 June 2003, http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2003ESASP.535..393S.
World
Economic
Forum
fears
VOLCANIC
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GlobalRisks_Report_2012.pdf
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ABSTRACT
Several studies since the '70ies show a correlation between weak solar cycles and raised magma and
volcanic activity. We've entered a weak solar cycles' period and a rise in cosmic rays - earthquakes - volcanic
eruptions – cloudiness - storms, while, according to several prominent astrophysicists' predictions next
decades will be worse. Volcanic winters occurring during solar minima, is a FREQUENT but not discussed
enough phenomenon.
Climate fluctuation has been correlated with sunspots by Meton, and wasted genius Archimedes constructed a
computer such as that of Antikythera, to foresee the planets' orbits and influence [through galactic electricity
control] on our climate. Last time similar to today's solar low activity, was the beginning of the 19 th century,
when the 1815-20 Tambora volcanic winter occurred...
First proposal: Worldwide Lightning-rod Nets around faults (for faults in sea, nets on buoys) and active
volcanoes, to disperse magma stimulation by galactic electricity and AVERT devastating earthquakes and
cooling volcanic eruptions/clouding.
Second proposal: a test with a fire-resistant cap or grid hold by zeppelins, some hundred meters above extra
active volcanoes, to prevent volcanic ash to reach troposphere, and thus spread all over Earth with predictable
catastrophic consequences, similar to those volcanic winters that provoked the collapse of Mayans, Aztecs
and Incas with cannibalism.
Third proposal: an extented spread of soot over icecaps and other glaciers, to decrease albedo and stop their
increase.
Last needed is decentralization of all present Babylons, to autarky villages and afforestation of ALL open
places, even plains, to have food and wood in case of the worst scenarios.
If research focus unselfishly on cosmic rays' power, we may stop even the dangerous magnetic poles shift!
1 SOLAR CYCLE CORRELATION WITH MAGMA AND VOLCANIC ACTIVITY
Several studies since the '70ies show a correlation between weak solar cycles and raised magma and volcanic
activity [1-2] [Fig. 1]. [See quake precursors IN THE END- http://motoji-ikeya.jpn.cx/quakesandpets/index.html].
Present data show not only a weak solar cycle [3] [Fig. 2] correlated with a rise in Earth hitting cosmic rays
[Fig. 2-5] [4-6] (we include here solar flares’ electricity [7-8] as it finds Earths’ atmosphere and magma already

stimulated by other galactic plasma) - earthquakes [9] - volcanic eruptions [10] [Fig. 7-8] – cloudiness [6] –
storms [11], but that most probably next decades will be worse [12-14], [Fig. 9-10,14].

Fig. 1: Sunspots and volcanic activity correlation. From: [2]
Fig. 2: Weakest solar cycle now since the Little Ice Age (1300-1900) - see also fig. 9.

Fig. 3, 4, 5: Earth
hitting cosmic rays
(galactic
electricity)
depictions.
Credit:
Danish
National
Space Center and
NASA
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap060814.html. Pluto now diverts galactic electricity to the other planets & Earth:

Figure
5:
Comparison
between
the
reconstructed cosmic ray flux and the
quantitative temperature reconstruction over
the Phanerozoic: The top panel describes the
reconstructed Cosmic Ray Flux variations over
the past 500 Million years using the exposure
ages Iron Meteorites. The bottom panel
depicts in black, the reconstructed tropical
ocean temperature variations using isotope
data from fossils. The red line is the fit to the
temperature using the cosmic ray flux
variations. The notable fit implies that most of
the temperature variations can be explained
using the cosmic ray flux, and not a lot is left
to be explained by other climate factors,
including CO2. This implies that cosmic rays
are the dominant (tropical) climate driver over
the many million year time scale. From: [24].

Fig. 7:
big

earthquakes and raising volcanic activity (writers' depiction)

Last

Fig. 8: Earthquake-volcanic activity rise. Source
USGS Earthquake Hazard Program, Smithsonian
Global Volcanism Program.

Fig. 9: Next solar cycles forecast by H.
Abdusamatov [25] . Fig. 10: Great natural
disasters forecast by Geochange-report.org

We propose as reason the present planet positions, inluding Kuipers' belt objects [15] [Fig. 5, 11], that
disperse electricity from the galactic centre to the planets from its course to the sun, so Earth's magma is
charged and is rising its disturbance including volcanism.
So geniuses Heraclitus-Meton-Archimedes are proven right:
Heraclitus had noted that extraterrestrial 'thunderbolt steers the
universe' ('τα πάντα οιακίζει κεραυνός'), Cold climate fluctuations
probably had been remarked by Archimedes, who constructed a
computer [16] such as that of Antikythera, to foresee the planets'
orbits and influence on our climate. [Fig. 12-13]. Ancient Greek
astronomer Meton had also attested that whenever sun had many
sunspots, more SLOW rains occured on Earth ('ηλίου σημεία μέλανα,
ύδωρ'):
We now know that a more active sun warms the Earth, and warmer
oceans cause more long rains, instead of the storms/downpours
alternating with droughts that occur during cooler periods, such as the
present one.
Fig.11: Current planet positions, while the emmiting galactic centre is
to the south of the picture.

Fig. 12: Archimedes' murder by monarchist
roman barbarian obscurantists
Fig. 13: Archimedes (Antikythera) CLIMATIC
computer reconstruction

Fig. 14: The COOLING galactic cloud where our solar system travels [17]

2 VOLCANIC INCIDENTS
Volcanic winters is a FREQUENT [Fig. 15-16], not discussed enough phenomenon.

]

Fig. 15: Continuous
volcanic winters [20],
temperature
and
civilization falls.

Fig. 16: Some of the
volcanic eruptions that
kept Little Ice Age 600
years long.
The
inhabitants
of
ancient Thera 3.650
years ago, had already
double or triple exits to their houses, in case of a blockage during quakes [Fig. 17]. They showed similar
PROVIDENCE and were saved, leaving the island after the precursory big quakes, and escaping the huge
volcanic eruption, that caused a worldwide devastating 5year volcanic winter [18]. While other peoples in the
Middle East collapsed, Greek Thereans came back to their island and continued their magnificent contribution
to the famous peaceable Aegean civilization!

Fig. 17: Triple exits in ancient Thera houses.
On the contrary, the arena
addicted Pompeians 1700
years
later,
scorned
fatalistically
both
the
precursory quakes and the
raising volcanic activity, and
were almost all burned... [Fig.
11] (The same thing happened
during the 1902 Pelee eruption
in Martinique...).
Fig. 18: Pompeiian
addiction...

arena

In the mean time some series
of volcanic winters and their
droughts
provoked
the
collapse of Mayans, Aztecs
and Incas with cannibalism...
[Fig. 19]

Last similar to the present
solar condition time was the
1815-20 Tambora volcanic
winter... [19]
What must we expect now if a
sudden volcanic winter occurs
[21-23], when 7 billion people on Earth are both unsuspected and unprepared, most
of them trapped in cement babylons???... Cannibalism and epidemics will be worse
than the Little Ice Age (1300-1900) plagues, due to the aforementioned volcanic
winters... There is also a possibility that Earth enters a new big Ice Age...
Fig. 19: Mayans-Aztecs-Incas cannibalic collapse

3 PROPOSALS
First proposal: Worldwide Lightning-rod Nets around faults and active volcanoes, to disperse magma
stimulation by galactic electricity and AVERT devastating earthquakes and cooling volcanic eruptions/clouding.
World coordination is needed to experiment, especially to charged sea-faults and submarine volcanoes. World
quake-epicentre maps may show that no epicentre is in lightning-protected cities.
Fig.
20:
Lightning-rod
Nets
around
faults and active
volcanoes,
to
disperse magma
stimulation
by
galactic
electricity.
Second
proposal: a test
with
a
fireresistant cap or
grid hold by
zeppelins [Fig.
21],
some
hundred meters
above
extra
active
volcanoes,
in
order to prevent
volcanic ash to
reach
troposphere, and
thus spread all
over Earth with
predictable
catastrophic
consequences.

for faults in sea, rod-nets on buoys
Fig. 21: Fire-resistant crater cap or grid
instead
of
volcanic
NON-nuclear
bombing.

Third we propose an extented spread of soot over icecaps
and other glaciers, in order to decrease albedo and stop
their increase [Fig. 22-23].

Fig. 22: Poles' ICE RISE!!!

Fig. 23: Soot melts ice.
Last series of actions needed is decentralization of all present Babylons, to autarky villages and afforestation
of ALL open places, even plains, to have food and wood in case of the worst scenarios.
If research focus on galactic electricity, we may stop the dangerous, galactically driven also, magnetic
poles shift!
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Cosmic
rays
and
sunspots correlation
[=thus: more cosmic
rays=more
CLOUDING
VOLCANIC and from
direct water molecules
ionization]

http://motoji-ikeya.jpn.cx/quakesandpets/index.html
Chinese mandarins first agreed to evacuate 1
million people from Haicheng in 1975, after many
precursors, just before the city vanished, but
REFUSED to repeat the same thing next year in
Tangshan: 255.000 dead, and again in Sichuan2008, because there were against the parasitic
state.
Should we wait any help from egomaniacs???

